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Dynamic Stability of Open-Loop
Hopping
Simulations and physical robots have shown that hopping and running are possible
without sensory feedback. However, stable behavior is often limited to a certain range of
the parameters of the open-loop system. Even the simplest of hopping systems can exhibit
unstable behavior that results in unpredictable nonperiodic motion as system parameters
are adjusted. This paper analyzes the stability of a simplified vertical hopping model
driven by an open-loop, feedforward motor pattern. Periodic orbits of the resulting hy-
brid system are analyzed through a generalized formula for the system’s Poincare Map
and Jacobian. The observed behavior is validated experimentally in a physical pneumati-
cally actuated hopping machine. This approach leads to observations on the stability of
this and similar systems, revealing inherent limitations of open-loop hopping and provid-
ing insights that can inform the design and control of dynamic legged robots capable of
rapid and robust locomotion. DOI: 10.1115/1.2718237Introduction
Animals display remarkable agility and versatility when tra-
ersing unstructured environments. This locomotion, despite its
ighly dynamic nature, is not always achieved through high-
andwidth closed-loop control. Studies of animal locomotion have
hown that neural circuits called Central Pattern Generators,
hich can generate motor activation patterns in the absence of
ensory feedback, play a large role in creating and regulating
hythmic tasks such as walking and running 1–4. In fact, robot
rototypes such as the Sprawl robots 5 see Fig. 1 and others
6,7 have shown that fast robust locomotion is possible entirely
ithout feedback. The Sprawl robots are capable of speeds of over
ve body-lengths/s while being driven by an open-loop motor
attern 5. The key is in the proper design of the mechanical
ystem, relying on limb arrangement and passive viscoelastic
roperties, mechanisms known as “preflexes,” to reject distur-
ances 8–10.
Although open-loop locomotion is possible, stable behavior is
ften limited to a certain range of the system parameters. Double-
eriod oscillations and unstable behavior that leads to crashing
ave been observed in the Sprawl robots for certain values of the
tride frequency and leg configuration. Thus, there is a need to
nderstand the mechanics in dynamic locomotion that determine
he boundaries for stable motion under open-loop control.
In this paper, we analyze the stability of a simplified vertical
opping model that is driven by an open-loop motor pattern. Ana-
yzing simplified models of locomotion that capture the underly-
ng dynamics can lead to insights that explain the observed behav-
or of more complex systems. This approach is supported by
tudies that show that running animals of different size, morphol-
gy, and number of legs all produce ground reaction forces that
an be characterized by the dynamics of a spring-loaded inverted
endulum SLIP model 11. The SLIP is a simple model that
onsists of a point mass with a compliant massless leg, akin to a
ogo stick. Moreover, Raibert 12 showed that it is possible to
ecouple stabilization in the vertical and horizontal directions for
SLIP-like hopping robot. This motivates the study of the vertical
opping model as a starting point for understanding the basic
ynamics of running.
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aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEThe vertical hopping model, though simple in appearance, ex-
hibits a rich set of dynamics due to the leg’s intermittent contact
with the ground, resulting in a hybrid dynamical system 13. For
the open-loop hopper considered in this study, the system under-
goes changes in its equations of motion due not only to physical
events coming into and out of contact with the ground but also
due to time-based events activation and deactivation of the open-
loop forcing function. In the following sections, we review pre-
vious work and present the vertical hopping model analyzed. Pe-
riodic orbits of the hybrid system and their stability are then
characterized using a generalized form of the system’s Poincare
Map also called a Return Map and its Jacobian. These observa-
tions are then validated in a pneumatically actuated hopping ma-
chine. Finally, we present conclusions and future work.
By providing insights into the conditions for stability of this
and similar systems and revealing inherent limitations of open-
loop hopping, this analysis can help inform the study of dynamic
locomotion and the design and control of future legged robots.
2 Related Work
Raibert’s pioneering development of one-legged robots 12
that could achieve stable hopping using only a simple set of con-
trol laws sparked much interest in understanding the nature of
hopping dynamics. The robot consists of a body, an actuated hip,
and a double-acting pneumatic cylinder for a leg that acts as an air
spring when the robot first contacts the ground. When the spring is
sensed to be at maximum compression, the robot applies pressure
to the cylinder and pushes against the ground. Raibert found that
vertical hopping height was a function of how long the cylinder
was pressurized.
Koditschek and Buehler 14 showed that a simplified dynamic
model of Raibert’s hopper, in which thrust by a nonlinear spring
was initiated through closed-loop sensory feedback, belonged to a
special class of dynamical system with ensured stability. Vakakis
et al. 15 showed that chaotic, or non-period-1 behavior can oc-
cur for certain sets of the parameters of a similar model.
Ringrose 16 showed through simulation and a prototype robot
that a vertical hopper can maintain stable hopping without sensory
feedback. Using a simplified model in which thrust is applied
through a periodic impulsive change in leg length, Ringrose ana-
lyzed the stability of the hopping height and phase motion of the
hopper relative to the cycle of the open-loop motor pattern sepa-
rately, in both cases applying simplifications that assume low
damping. The analysis concluded that the hopper is unstable if
MAY 2007, Vol. 129 / 275
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Downlohrust initiation occurs at maximum compression, and assumes
hat trajectories in which thrust starts after maximum compression
o not exist.
Berkemeier and Desai 17 analyze a similar model and con-
luded that the open-loop hopper reaches maximum hopping
eight when thrust is applied at maximum spring compression.
sing perturbation methods that assume low values of damping,
hey also found that the motion is stable, without feedback, when
he force is applied prior to the maximum compression of the
pring and unstable when the force is applied after maximum
ompression.
Komsuoglu and Koditschek 18 analyze the stability of a open-
oop vertical hopper in which thrust is effected by clock-driven
hanges in the leg spring’s stiffness. Neglecting gravity for sim-
lification, they find conditions for stability, which include the
ecessary presence of viscous friction.
Despite this history of analysis, several questions remain: How
oes performance vary as a function of the open-loop motor pat-
ern? What are the trade-offs in stability? What is the effect of
amping and gravity in the analysis? What are insights that can
ead to design and control strategies for legged robots?
Simplified Model for Open-Loop Hopping
In running insects, and in the Sprawl family of robots, vis-
oelastic materials dissipate substantial amounts of energy per
ycle, contributing to stability 19,20. Typical dimensionless
amping ratios for insects are on the order of 0.3 21. The model
tudied here includes significant damping damping ratio of 0.2,
nd gravity of similar magnitude as the thrust force. Both of
hese assumptions make finding closed forms for the steady-state
olutions intractable, though it is still possible to find analytical
xpressions for the multivariable Jacobian of the Poincare Map. In
ddition, this analysis considers the case where thrust is deacti-
ated before take-off, which was not considered by previous
nalyses.
3.1 Model Description. The simplified vertical hopping
odel used in this analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown, the
odel consists of a point mass, m, subject to gravitational accel-
ration, g, and attached to a massless leg which contains in par-
llel a damping element, b, a linear spring k, and a force source,
t it is assumed that the mass of the leg is neglible compared to
he mass of the body. The leg has a nominal rest length of r0. The
eg comes into contact with the ground landing when h=0 the
round is placed at h=−r0. Take-off is assumed to occur when
he leg length exceeds the nominal rest length. With this assump-
ion, the presence of damping in the leg model causes the ground
eaction force to be negative in the moments before take-off. This
ffect was not found to be significant in the trajectories studied.
ig. 1 Sprawl robots, which achieve fast and robust locomo-
ion without sensory feedbackThe forcing source st is a square wave signal with period 
76 / Vol. 129, MAY 2007
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEand thrust duration ton, as shown in Fig. 2. The differential equa-
tions that govern this system can be written, in normalized coor-
dinates y=h /g and ft=st / mg, as
Y˙ = AY + B 1
where Y is the normalized height and vertical velocity of the point
mass, yy˙T, and A and B are defined as
A =  0 1
− w2 − 2w  B =  0ft − 1  y  0 2
during the stance, or ground-contact phase, and
A = 0 10 0  B =  0− 1  y  0 3
during the airborne, or ballistic, phase, w is the natural frequency
and  is the damping ratio of the mass-spring-damper system. The
thrust force ft is determined by the open-loop motor control
pattern
ft = Tn 0 t ton0 otherwise 4
where Tn is the normalized thrust magnitude. Here, t is reset to
t=0 when t reaches . This system is treated as a piecewise affine
linear hybrid dynamic system with continuity of state at the mode
transitions 13. We define three modes of the system, since ft
has no effect while the hopper is in the air: “AIR” airborne
phase, “GND_ON” stance phase with active thrust, and “
GND_OFF” stance phase with zero thrust.
Since changes in the equation of motion are given by conditions
in both Y and conditions in t, we define the state space of our
system, X, to include a proxy variable to represent time, that is
added to the previous variable Y
X =  tY  5
The equations of motion for the system can thus be written as
X˙ = 0 00 A X + 1B  6
If A is invertible as is the case during the stance phases, the
Fig. 2 The vertical hopping model used for analysistime solution for this differential equation is given by
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DownloXt = 1 00 eAt X0 − Xe + Xe +  t0  7
here eAt is the matrix exponential, X0 is the initial state, and Xe
s the equilibrium state of the system, given by
Xe =  0
− A−1B  8
Note that the number zero in the expressions can represent both
he scalar number zero and the zero matrix as needed to maintain
onsistency. The number “1” always represents the scalar number
ne.
During the AIR phase, the solution to the system is given by
Xt = 1 0 00 1 t0 0 1 	X0 − 
− t
t2/2
t
	 9
Inclusion of time in the state space of the system will allow us
o define the Poincare Map anywhere along the trajectory, as
hown in the following section. Previous studies of the open-loop
opper limited the formulation of the Poincare Map to the mo-
ent of thrust activation.
3.2 Derivation of Poincare Map for Periodic Orbits. We
eek to find periodic orbits of the above-mentioned hybrid system
nd to analyze their stability with respect to the parameters of the
pen-loop motor pattern. Steady-state orbits are found using the
oincare method by defining a Poincare Map
Xn+1 = FXn 10
hich maps the state of the system between subsequent intersec-
ions of the trajectory with a Poincare Section 22. The Poincare
ection is commonly defined as an n−1-dimensional manifold
n n-dimensional space that is approximately orthogonal, or
transversal,” to the trajectory at the point of intersection. The
unction F is found by the forward integration of the equations of
otion, with the assumption that both the start and end condition
ie on the Poincare Section. Steady-state orbits are represented by
he points that satisfy the condition
X* = FX* 11
Since a steady-state trajectory of the above-mentioned system
an undergo an indeterminate number of mode transitions be-
ween intersections with the Poincare Section, finding a general
nalytical expression for F is not possible. The approach taken is
o first enumerate the sequences of mode transitions that are of
nterest to our analysis 18. We then study the steady-state trajec-
ories within each sequence, assuming perturbations small enough
hat do not cause the sequence to change. In particular, we focus
n two possible sequences that represent “normal” hopping,
hich we denote as “Long Thrust” and “Short Thrust.” In Long
hrust, the hopper first lands, then activates thrust during stance,
nd the thrust duration is long enough to continue until or past
ake-off, such that the mode sequence is given by
Long Thrust: 
AIR,GND _ OFF,GND _ ON 12
In Short Thrust, the hopper deactivates thrust before take-off,
uch that there is an additional GND_OFF mode in the sequence
Short Thrust: 
AIR,GND _ OFF,GND _ ON,GND _ OFF
13
To find F for both sequences, we first define variables for the
tate of the system at the mode transitions
Xlanding Xtakeoff Xactivate Xdeactivate 14
here Xlanding is the state at the instant the hopper contacts the
round, etc., as illustrated by Fig. 3. To derive the Poincare Maps,
e find the individual expressions that map the state from one
ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEmode transition to the next, using Eqs. 7 and 9, depending on
the mode. We then concatenate these expressions in the appropri-
ate sequence to find the Poincare Map.
In this case, we establish the Poincare Section at the moment
that the hopper takes off. This will allow us to simplify the search
for steady-state orbits. F will map Xtakeoffn, the state at takeoff in
the nth cycle, to, Xtakeoffn+1 the state at the following takeoff. We
introduce the variables ton, toff, and toff2 to represent the time
duration of the active and inactive stance modes, and ta as one
half of the time duration of the airborne phase. For the Long
Thrust case, F is found to be
Xtakeoffn+1 = 1 00 eAton+toff 1 0 00 1 2ta0 0 1 	Xtakeoffn
−  − 2ta2ta2
2ta
	 − Xeoff + 1 00 eAton Xeoff − Xeon
+ Xeon + ton + toff0  15
where Xeoff and Xeon are the equilibrium states of the stance
phases, according to Eq. 8. To reduce the number of equations,
we impose the steady-state constraint that, at takeoff,
Xtakeoff = ttakeoff0
ta
	 16
and that the total cycle duration, or stride period, is 
ttakeoffn−1 = ttakeoffn +  17
such that the first row of Eq. 15 becomes
ton + toff + 2ta =  18
which we can substitute into the second and third rows of Eq. 15
to obtain
 0
t0
 = − eA−2ta 0
ta
 + Yeoff + eA−2ta−toffYeoff − Yeon
+ Yeon 19
where Yeoff and Yeon are Xeoff and Xeon with the first row removed.
With this equation, we can now numerically solve for a solution
T
Fig. 3 Sample time history of the vertical hoppervector toff ,ta to find the steady-state trajectory for a given
MAY 2007, Vol. 129 / 277
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Downloalue of the stride period.
For the Short Thrust case, the Poincare Map based on the in-
tant of takeoff can be similarly found and manipulated to obtain
he following set of equations
 0
ta
 = − eA−2ta 0
ta
 + Yeoff + eA−2ta−toffYeoff − Yeon
+ eA−2ta−toff−tonYeon − Yeoff + Yeoff 20
hich can be numerically solved for the same solution vector
tofftaT, since ton is a known system parameter.
3.3 Derivation of Jacobians for Local Stability. Solutions
ound using the above equations represent steady-state trajecto-
ies, or periodic orbits, of the system that follow the prescribed
ode sequences. Small disturbances, however, can cause the sys-
em to either deviate away from or converge back to the steady-
tate trajectory. This local stability can be determined using Flo-
uet Analysis 22, which uses the multivariable derivative, or
acobian, of the Poincare Map, given by
J =
Xn+1
Xn
=
F
X n
21
his Jacobian, in essence, maps small disturbances from the
teady-state trajectory at the Poincare Section from one cycle to
he next. Local stability is given by the eigenvalues, also called
loquet multipliers, of J. The steady-state trajectory is said to be
symptotically stable if i 1 and unstable if at least one eigen-
alue i 1.
A useful method to determine the Jacobian is to apply the chain
ule to write the Jacobian as the product of individual “sensitivity”
atrices 23
JX* = JmX*Jm−1X*¯ J1X* 22
here m is the number of modes along the steady-state trajectory.
imilar to the Jacobian for the overall Poincare Map, each indi-
idual sensitivity matrix is the multivariable derivative of the map
etween two mode transitions
Jix* =  MiXi X* =  Xi+1Xi x* i = 1,2, . . . ,m 23
here Mi is the map between the states Xi and Xi+1 at mode
ransitions i and i+1, respectively
Mi: Xiti→ Xi+1ti+1 24
The Jacobian of the Poincare Map is invariable in terms of its
igenvalues to the choice of Poincare Map 23. This allows us to
erive analytically the individual sensitivity matrices and arrange
hem in the order that yields the most useful analytical expression
or each of the two mode sequences.
We now derive a general formula that can be used to obtain the
ensitivity matrix between two arbitrary mode transitions along a
ominal trajectory for linear, time-invariant systems given by Eq.
6, where A is invertible. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the mode tran-
itions are assumed to be linear conditions given by the intersec-
ion of the trajectory with planes in the state space defined by the
nit vector C and the scalar constant c0
Ci
TXi = c0i 25
e.g., the condition for landing is that y=0, so that Ci
T
= 0 1 0T
nd c0i=0. This plane is assumed to be approximately orthogo-
al to the steady-state trajectory at the mode transitions, such that
Ci
TX˙ i  0 26Since the time at the end of the mode is given by
78 / Vol. 129, MAY 2007
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEti+1 = ti + t 27
where , is the scalar time duration of the trajectory between the
two mode boundaries, the map between two mode boundaries is
given by the time solution of the system
Xi+1 = 1 00 eAt Xi − Xe + Xe + t0  28
To find the Jacobian of this map, we take the derivative with
respect to the initial state, Xi, taking advantage of the derivative
properties of the matrix exponential
eAfs
s
= AeAfs
 f
s
= eAfsA
 f
s
29
resulting in
Xi+1
Xi
= 0 00 AeAt Xi − XetXi + 1 00 eAt  + 10  tXi
30
This expression can be rewritten in a much simpler form as
Xi+1
Xi
= X˙ i+1
t
Xi
+ 1 00 eAt  31
where X˙ i+1 is the rate of change of the state at the second mode
boundary. To show this, we start by grouping together the terms in
Eq. 30 with t /Xi, resulting in
Xi+1
Xi
= 0 00 AeAt Xi − Xe + 10  tXi + 1 00 eAt 
32
The first product of the first term can be rewritten as
0 00 AeAt Xt − Xe + 10  =  0AeAtYi − Ye  + 10  33
where Yi is the physical state space without the time variable
included at the first mode boundary. We can rewrite this term by
noting that
AeAtYi − Ye = AYi+1 − Ye = Y˙ i+1 34
resulting in
 0AeAtYi − Ye  + 10  =  0Y˙ i+1 + 10  =  1Y˙ i+1 = X˙ i+1
35
Fig. 4 Illustration of Jacobian of map between two mode
boundariesand
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Xi
= 0 00 AeAt Xn − Xe + 10  tXn + 1 00 eAt 
= X˙ i+1
t
Xt
+ 1 00 eAt  36
o find the term t /Xi, we first make use of the constraint
quation at the second boundary
Ci−1
T Xi+1 = c0i+1 37
nd then, noting that taking the derivative with respect to Xn re-
ults in

Xi
Ci+1
T Xi+1 = Ci+1
T Xi+1
Xi
=
c0i+1
Xi
= 0 38
e can premultiply Eq. 36 by ci+1
T
, to yield
Ci+1
T Xi+1
Xi
= Ci+1
T X˙ i+1tXi + 1 00 eAt  = 0 39
his gives us a way to solve for t / Xi
Ci+1
T X˙ i+1tXi + 1 00 eAt  = 0 40
Ci+1
T X˙ i+1
t
Xi
+ Ci+1
T 1 00 eAt  = 0 41
t
Xi
= − Ci+1
T X˙ i+1−1Cn+1
T 1 00 eAt  42
The condition for orthogonality ensures that Ci+1
T X˙ i+1−1 is fi-
ite. Thus, the Jacobian can be rewritten by substituting Eq. 42
nto Eq. 36, resulting in
Xi+1
Xi
= − X˙ i+1Ci+1
T X˙ i+1−1Ci+1
T 1 00 eAt  + 1 00 eAt  43
We can further simplify by factorization
Xi+1
Xi
= − Ci+1
T X˙ i+1−1X˙ i+1Ci+1
T
− Ci+1
T X˙ i+1I1 00 eAt  44
here I is the identity matrix. The above formulation ensures that
he output space of this Jacobian lies in the plane described by
i+1. Since any initial disturbance Xi must lie in the plane of
he ith mode transition, to ensure correctness the formula in Eq.
44 is postmultiplied by a projection matrix P that projects the
nput space unto the plane given by Ci
P = I − CiCi
T 45
We can now use this general formula to derive expressions for
he following individual sensitivity matrices
Xtakeoff
Xdeactivate
Xtakeoff
Xactivate
Xactivate
Xlanding
Xdeactivate
Xactivate
46
For the AIR phase, where A is not invertible, we follow a simi-
ar methodology to differentiate Eq. 9, resulting in
Xlanding
Xtakeoff
= 1 0 20 0 00 0 − 1 	 47
In our analysis, we will base the Poincare Map for the Long
hrust case on the instant of thrust activation to obtain the Jaco-
ian JLT
JLT =
Xactivaten+1
X
=
Xactivate
X
·
Xlanding
X
·
Xtakeoff
X
48
activaten landing takeoff activate
ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEFor the Short Thrust case, we will base the Poincare Map on the
instant of landing, to obtain the Jacobian JST
JST =
Xlandingn+1
Xlandingn
=
Xlanding
Xtakeoff
·
Xtakeoff
Xdeactivate
·
Xdeactivate
Xactivate
·
Xactivate
Xlanding
49
As will be shown later, these choices for the location of the
Poincare Map will result in analytical expressions from which
approximate conclusions can be more easily derived. It is impor-
tant to note that one of the eigenvalues of these Jacobian matrices
will be 1, which will correspond to the proxy variable for time
added to the state space.
4 Periodic Orbit Solutions
4.1 Effects of Varying Stride Period. Using the above-found
expressions for the Poincare Maps and Jacobian, steady-state so-
lutions for a range of periods of the open-loop motor pattern were
found numerically, given a set of prototypical system parameters,
using the “fsolve” function in MATLAB™ with a tolerance of 10−8.
For the Long Thrust case, Fig. 5 illustrates the effects of chang-
ing the open-loop stride period in steady state, the stride period or
orbit period is equal to the period set by the motor pattern. For
short stride periods, hopping height starts out very small, as
shown in the top plot. At these periods, thrust application starts
well before maximum compression, given by the negative veloc-
ity at thrust application in Fig. 5, this velocity is normalized by
the magnitude of the takeoff velocity. These solutions are termed
“Regular Hopping” as they represent a normal, desired mode of
hopping behavior. As the stride period is increased, hopping
height increases, and velocity at thrust activation approaches zero.
Finally, at a certain period near 275 ms period, height is maxi-
mized when velocity at thrust application is nearly zero corre-
sponding to thrust activation at maximum compression, as pre-
dicted by previous studies. However, as the period approaches
275 ms the magnitude of the eigenvalues quickly increases and
the solutions become unstable. Simulations of the hopper, though,
never reach this point. As shown in the figure, other solutions to
Fig. 5 Steady-state solutions as a function of stride period for
the “Long Thrust” casethe state-steady conditions become available at a period near
MAY 2007, Vol. 129 / 279
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Downlo50 ms as the continuum of solutions folds back with respect to
tride period. Of the two new sets of solutions available in this
ange of stride periods, one of them involves activating thrust
fter maximum compression and is unstable. The instability of
hese solutions may explain why they were never reported by
revious studies 16,17, which found solutions using simulation.
he solutions in the second set are termed “Hop-settle-fire” as the
ass has started to settle before thrust is applied. These solutions
re a result of including both significant damping and the effects
f gravity. Previous studies which neglected both gravity and
amping did not report these solutions. The hopping heights for
hese solutions are much lower, but their corresponding eigenval-
es are also much lower, and the simulations converge to these
olutions.
For the Short Thrust case, Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of chang-
ng the open-loop stride period, given a fixed thrust duration ton
0.02 s. For short periods, the solutions start out as “Regular
opping.” However, as the period is increased, the eigenvalues
tart to move outside the unit circle. Simulations for this range are
period-1 unstable” the state does not repeat after one cycle, but
end to be “period-2 stable” the state repeats after two cycles. As
he period is further increased, the Regular Hopping solutions
ecome period-1 stable again. The velocity at thrust activation
lso increases, and changes from negative thrusting before maxi-
um compression to positive thrusting after maximum compres-
ion. Maximum hopping height is also increased with period and
eeps increasing until the continuum of Short Thrust solutions
nd. At this point, thrust deactivation starts to occur after takeoff,
aking the solutions Long Thrust. As discussed previously, these
ong Thrust solutions in which thrust is activated after maximum
ompression are unstable, and “fold back” with respect to period.
ear 275 ms period another continuum of Hop-settle-fire solu-
ions appears, for which hopping height is lower.
4.2 Maximizing Hopping Height. As shown, hopping height
an vary greatly with the stride period. The analysis in Ref. 24
howed that this relationship can be characterized by the net
ig. 6 Steady-state solutions as a function of stride period for
he “Short Thrust” casemount of work done by the force function within one loop.
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aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMESteady-state orbits in which the forcing function performs more
work will entail higher hopping heights, since the energy that is
necessarily dissipated through damping is proportional to the
square of the landing velocity as observed by Ref. 16, and
hopping height is proportional to the square root of the landing
velocity. Moreover, the amount of work performed is proportional
to the difference in height between thrust activation and deactiva-
tion, since the forcing function is constant see Fig. 7.
The main result of this observation is that for maximal hopping
height, it is not always optimal to activate thrust at the leg’s maxi-
mum compression, as predicated by the Raibert controller, and as
found by previous analyses. For short thrust durations, it is more
optimal to activate thrust such that deactivation occurs near the
point of takeoff.
4.3 Stability for Long Thrust Case. As noted, unstable so-
lutions for the Long Thrust case initiate thrust shortly after maxi-
mum compression. These solutions share the same range of stride
periods as a set of solutions in which thrust is initiated before
maximum compression and a set of Hop-settle-fire solutions see
Fig. 5. In order to visualize what is happening for one such pe-
riod in this range of multiple solutions, Fig. 8 shows a vector field
in the physical state space of solutions for the Poincare Map based
at the moment of thrust activation. The spiral curve represents the
solutions presented earlier, with the hopping height in the horizon-
tal axis and the velocity on the vertical axis of Fig. 8. The circles
are the three simultaneous solutions for a period of 0.26 s. To
form the vector field, the model was simulated starting at each
point in a grid in the vector space, at the instant of thrust activa-
tion. After one period of 0.26 s, a vector line was drawn between
Fig. 7 Work performed by the actuator is proportional to the
height difference between the state at thrust activation and
thrust deactivationFig. 8 Unstable steady-state solution for “Long Thrust” case
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Downlohe initial point and the state at the end of the simulation, here
caled by 0.4. Thus, the vector field represents the “flow” of the
tate sampled discretely at the instant of thrust initiation. Figure 8
elps explain several observed behaviors. First, near periods in
hich the three solutions start to appear, at the edge of the range
f multiple solutions, simulations often exhibited unpredictable or
onperiodic motion. From Fig. 8, one can see how simulations
ay oscillate nonperiodically between the domains of attraction
f the two stable solutions. Second, the domain of attraction of the
op-settle-fire solution right-most circle in the vector field ap-
ears to be larger than the domain of the solution in which thrust
s initiated before maximum compression left-most circle. Al-
hough both solutions are stable, simulations with periods well
nto the range of multiple solutions tend to converge to
op-settle-fire.
From Fig. 8, we can also see that the unstable solutions in
hich thrust is initiated shortly after maximum compression are
saddle-points,” that is, they appear to have one stable mode and
ne unstable mode. Looking at the Jacobian of the Poincare Map,
e can show that these solutions are necessarily unstable.
Starting with the Jacobian as computed using Eq. 48, we first
emove the first row and column, since they are zeroes due to the
act that the Poincare Map is based on an event condition which
nly involves the proxy time variable in this case, t=0. We can
nalyze the stability of the resulting 22 matrix by using the Jury
tability Test 25, which states that a discrete system of two
imensions with the characteristic equation Pz of the form
Pz = a0z2 + a1z + az 50
here a00 is stable if the following conditions are all satisfied:
a2 a0a0 + a1 + a2 0a0 − a1 + a2 0a0 + a2 · a2 − a0
 a1 · a0 − a1 51
Of these conditions, the one that plays a significant role is the
hird condition. Substituting the elements of the Jacobian found
rom Eq. 48 into the third condition, expanding all the terms,
nd simplifying using MATLAB’s symbolic toolbox The Math-
orks, Inc., the third condition becomes
e−wton f
wdtd
sinwdton − e−w−2tasinwdtoff
− 2wde−wtony˙N 0 52
here wd is the damped natural frequency of the mass-spring-
amper system, and y˙N is the velocity at thrust activation. Since
he first two products of the expression are always positive, the
ondition reduces to
sinwdton − e−wn−2ta sinwdtoff − 2wde−wntony˙N 0
53
From this expression, we can see analytically that stability de-
ends largely on the sign of y˙N. For solutions in which thrust
ccurs after maximum compression, y˙N is positive, which makes
he third term in the expression negative. Since ton is approxi-
ately equal to toff for these solutions, this third term, and thus
he sign of y˙N, plays a large role in determining stability, regard-
ess of thrust magnitude or other system parameters.
Intuitively, this can be explained by looking at the effect on
ork input that perturbations about steady state have for solutions
n which thrust is activated after maximum compression. As illus-
rated in Fig. 9, thrusting “late,” when it occurs after maximum
ompression, causes a decrease in work, a subsequent shorter air-
orne phase, and an even “later” thrust initiation in the next cycle,
esulting in unstable behavior.
4.4 Stability for Short Thrust Case. In the Short Thrust
ase, solutions in which thrust is initiated after maximum com-
ression are not necessarily unstable as in the Long Thrust case.
ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEIn this case, initiating thrust late moves both thrust activation and
deactivation later, which increases the work done, causing a
longer airborne phase and a correction to the error in thrust
timing.
As shown previously in Fig. 6, instability for the Short Thrust
case occurs in two ranges of periods. The first is in short periods
for which thrust activation occurs well before maximum compres-
sion and hopping height is low. The second is when period is
increased such that thrust activation occurs after maximum com-
pression and thrust deactivation occurs after takeoff, in which case
the system becomes Long Thrust and is unstable as explained in
the previous section. The first case is of interest, and is visualized
in Fig. 10. This figure shows a vector field similar to the one
presented in Fig. 8, but for the Short Thrust solutions, and for a
period in which the eigenvalues are unstable. Here the vectors are
directed toward the steady-state solution, but with eigenvalues
that have a magnitude greater than one.
This is confirmed by looking at the expression for the Jacobian
of the Short Thrust case, found from Eq. 49. In this case, we can
remove the second row and second column, since the Poincare
Map is based on the moment of landing y=0. This Jacobian is,
after simplification, equal to
Fig. 9 Effect of perturbations in the timing of thrust activation
on the work performed, and resulting takeoff velocity and air-
borne phase duration for the “Long Thrust” case
Fig. 10 Unstable steady-state solution for “Short Thrust” case
for a period of 0.15. At this period, thrust is initiated well before
maximum compression, and takeoff velocity is small.
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DownloJ˜ST = −
1
y˙T
1 20 − 1 
 1 0− 1 − 2wy˙T − y˙T estanceAt  y˙T 01 − 2wy˙T 1  54
here J˜ST is the reduced Jacobian, y˙T is the vertical velocity at
akeoff, and tstance the total stance time.
From this expression, we can see what can happen for solutions
n which thrust is activated well before maximum compression.
or these solutions, y˙T is small but positive, since it is the veloc-
ty at takeoff and the stance time, tstance, is approximately but
ess than one half of the mass-spring-damper system’s damped
atural period, d. Using this approximation
tstance  d/2 55
Atstance can be approximated as follows
estance
At  e−wntstance− 1 0
− b − 1  56
here b is a number equal to
b = wn sinwdtstance/1 − 2 57
The expression for the Jacobian then becomes
J˜ST  − e−wntstance 3 + 2y˙Tb 2
− 2 − y˙Tb − 1
 58
here
a = 2wy˙T 59
he eigenvalues of this Jacobian are
− e−wntstance1 + y˙Tb ± 1 + y˙Tb2 − 1 60
From this simple expression of the eigenvalues, we can see that
oth eigenvalues will be real and negative if y˙Tb is small y˙Tb is
pproximately 0.2 for the case shown in Fig. 10. If y˙T and tstance
re such that the larger eigenvalue is unstable, it will be because it
s less than −1. We also observe from this result that increasing
he damping ratio has the effect of stabilizing this eigenvalue. A
egative eigenvalue less than −1 implies that the system “over-
ompensates” or “overcorrects” for disturbances. This is illus-
rated in Fig. 11. In this situation, thrusting late will move both
hrust activation and deactivation further along the cycle, decreas-
ng the amount of negative work performed and increasing the
mount of positive work. This large increase in the net work can
ause a very large increase in the takeoff velocity and ensuing
irborne phase such that thrust occurs “very early” from the nomi-
al timing, overcompensating for the initial disturbance. This na-
ig. 11 Effect of perturbations in the timing of thrust activa-
ion on the work performed, and resulting takeoff velocity and
irborne phase duration for the “Short Thrust” caseure of the instability in this range of periods helps explain why
82 / Vol. 129, MAY 2007
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEsimulations in this range tend to be period-2 trajectories. These
period-2 trajectories repeat themselves after two stride cycles, and
tend to “oscillate” about the unstable period-1 trajectory, as illus-
trated in Fig. 12. The negative sign of the eigenvalue indicates that
perturbations in the time that thrust is activated along the period-1
trajectory will “overshoot” at the next cycle, causing thrust acti-
vation to occur alternately before and after the nominal point in
the period-1 cycle.
5 Experimental Validation
In order to verify that these phenomena occur in physical sys-
tems, this section presents experimental data for a vertical hop-
ping machine called the “Dashpod.” The Dashpod is illustrated in
Fig. 13, and consists of a low-stiction pneumatic piston attached
to a wide curved dish “foot” on which it stands with a spring in
parallel. The machine hops by activating the solenoid valve with a
square wave. The curved foot stabilizes the machine when in con-
tact with the ground. More details on the machine can be found in
Ref. 26.
Figure 14 shows experimental data of the Dashpod while hop-
ping. The data were taken through hi-speed video capture of re-
flective markers placed on the machine’s body and foot. Figure 14
shows nine experimental trials, in which the mass of the body and
the stride period were varied. For each trial, the plot shows the
time history of the height of the body and foot for several con-
secutive stride periods.
In Fig. 14, the left-most column of trials represents hopping
trajectories with short stride period compared to the dynamics of
the system. As shown, thrust activation occurs before maximum
compression, and thrust deactivation occurs shortly after. More
interestingly, close examination of the hopping trajectories shows
that the motion is period 2. This is most evident in the top-most
trial, in which no mass was added, and more subtle in the other
trials. This validates the observations made for the Short Thrust
case in simulation and analytically in which period-2 behavior
appears as a possible consequence of the overcorrecting effect.
Fig. 12 Stride periods for which unstable period-1 trajectories
exist in the Short Thrust case tend to result in period-2 stable
trajectories
Fig. 13 The “Dashpod,” a pneumatically actuated vertical
hopper
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DownloThe center column of trials represents hopping trajectories in
hich the hopper is activated with a period that is closer to the
atural period of the hopper. As shown, thrust activation occurs
ear maximum compression of the spring, and deactivation occurs
ear lift-off, maximizing the work performed by the actuator, as
vident in the high oscillations of the hopper body. Also of interest
s the indication that these trajectories may be on the border of
nstability. As shown, the body trajectories for the trials with
dded mass show nonperiodic irregularities in maximum hop
eight. Although this non-period-1 motion may be due to unmod-
led dynamics, the analysis in this paper suggests that this behav-
or may be due to the unstable effect when activating thrust near
aximum compression.
Finally, the right-most column of experimental trials shows
op-settle-fire hopping trajectories. These trajectories are due to
ravity and damping when the stride period is much higher than
he natural period and have smaller hopping heights, as the model
redicted.
Conclusions and Future Work
All of these observations point to insights about the fundamen-
al behavior of dynamic open-loop hopping systems. Foremost is
he apparent trade-off between performance and stability in open-
oop vertical hopping. As shown, hopping trajectories with maxi-
um hopping height were found to be unstable or near regions of
nstability. Moreover, it was found that multiple steady-state tra-
ectories can exist for a given period of the motor pattern, a result
ot previously reported. This indicates a loss of control, as the
Fig. 14 Experimental data of hopping trystem may converge to any one of the solutions available. Re-
ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
aded 03 Aug 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEsults indicate that these multiple solutions exist near solutions of
optimal hopping height, and that the system will often converge to
suboptimal, but more stable, trajectories. As a result, a fundamen-
tal limitation of open-loop hopping system is that they may need
to be operated at suboptimal stride periods to avoid unstable or
undesirable behavior.
This trade-off was characterized in the analysis by looking at
the dynamics from the perspective of the net amount of work
performed by the actuator and how disturbances affect it between
cycles of the trajectory. Depending on the relative phasing of the
activation pattern to the motion of the system in a given steady-
state trajectory, the actuator may perform positive and negative
work, and maximum hopping height corresponds to trajectories in
which maximum work is done. Unstable steady-state trajectories
can be characterized by the changes in the work performed by
perturbations in the timing of thrust activation and deactivation.
For the Long Thrust case, analytical and numerical results show
that trajectories in which thrust is initiated shortly after maximum
compression are unstable, as changes in the thrust timing result in
unfavorable changes in the work performed that increase the tim-
ing perturbation in the subsequent stride cycle. This can lead to
uncontrolled and unstable hopping, as has been observed in both
simulation and physical robotic hoppers. For the Short Thrust
case, analytical and numerical results show that trajectories with
short periods or high frequencies can be unstable with an eigen-
value less than −1. This large negative eigenvalue indicates that
perturbations in the thrust timing cause changes in the work per-
ctories for the Dashpod vertical hopperajeformed that overcompensate for the perturbation in the next stride
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Downloycle. This helps explain the circumstances under which period-2
ehavior has been observed in simulation and the physical hopper.
These insights are postulated to be applicable to hopping sys-
ems in general, and, as shown in Ref. 24, play a large role in
elping characterize the overall behavior of the Sprawl hexapedal
obots. Observations about the relationship between work per-
ormed and the timing of thrust activation have led to the devel-
pment of adaptation strategies for online optimization of the fre-
uency of the robot’s motor pattern 24. Furthermore, similar
onclusions have been found for a planar SLIP-like running
odel 27,28.
The framework utilized and the analytical formulas derived in
his paper can be applied to the study of periodic orbits in other
inear time invariant hybrid systems. The general formulation pre-
ented will allow future work to explore the stability properties of
ontrol strategies with combined open-loop time-based and
losed-loop sensor-based thrust activation, which studies suggest
nimals may employ for robustness and versatility 2,29.
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